Merge CADstream®
MRI-CAD for breast, liver and prostate analysis and reporting

Breast, prostate
and liver MRI study
volumes are growing
by as much as

20% per year
in the U.S.

Your imaging center is performing an increasing number of MRI exams
for breast and prostate cancer, as well as liver disease. These studies are
complex and produce a large amount of data. If only your radiologists could
manage these studies more efficiently.
Now they can.
How We Help You
Merge CADstream improves the efficiency of MRI study analysis, reporting
and interventional planning so your practice saves time and standardizes
processes, while improving communication with referring physicians.

Merge CADstream

automates the analysis, reporting and interventional planning of your MRI studies.
With Merge CADstream you can...

Improve analysis
and standardize
interpretation
of studies with
automated
postprocessing
and reporting

Reduce the amount
of time analyzing
studies with
customized workflow
features

Merge Radiology
Solution Suite
Merge PACS™
A real-time picture archiving
communication system.
Merge RIS™
An outpatient radiology
information system designed
to meet Meaningful Use.
Merge Financials™
A practice management solution to
automate the back office.

Improve physician
confidence in results

Validate analysis
with extensive peerreviewed research

Automate comparison
of serial exams

Merge Radiology Solutions
Merge Radiology Solutions provide a suite of products for the entire
radiology business. From the modality to the front office to the back
office, Merge Radiology Solutions provide more efficient workflow,
access to archived images and the functionality to meet Meaningful Use.
Merge has been delivering Radiology Solutions for more than 20 years.
Using Merge Radiology Solutions, hospitals, imaging centers, physicians
and patients have benefitted from the efficiencies and cost savings that
come from best-of-breed imaging and information solutions.

Merge eFilm™
Transform workflow with a
standalone workstation to view
and manage images.
Merge CADstream®
Improve MRI study analysis and
reporting with automated and
standardized processing.
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